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Abstract
This work describes a proof of concept demonstrating that convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
can be used to invert x-ray diffraction (XRD) data, so as to, for instance, retrieve depth-resolved
strain profiles. The determination of strain distributions in disordered materials is critical in
several technological domains, such as the semiconductor industry for instance. Using numerically
generated data, a dedicated CNN has been developed, optimized, and trained, with the ultimate
objective of inferring spatial strain profiles on the sole basis of XRD data, without the need of a
priori knowledge or human intervention. With the example ZrO2 single crystals, in which atomic
disorder and strain are introduced by means of ion irradiation, we investigate the physical
parameters of the disordered material that condition the performances of the CNN. Simple
descriptors of the strain distribution, such as the maximum strain and the strained depth, are
predicted with accuracies of 94% and 91%, respectively. The exact shape of the strain distribution
is predicted with a 82% accuracy, and 76% for strain levels<2% where the amount of meaningful
information in the XRD data is significantly decreased. The robustness of the CNN against the
number of predicted parameters and the size of the training dataset, as well as the uniqueness of
the solution in some challenging cases, are critically discussed. Finally, the potential of the CNN
has been tested on real, experimental, data. Interestingly, while the CNN has not been trained to
operate on experimental data, it still shows promising performances with predictions achieved in a
few seconds and corresponding root-mean-square errors in the 0.12–0.17 range for a fully
automated approach, vs. a 0.06–0.12 range for a classical, human-based, approach that, in turn,
requires several tens of minutes to optimize the solution. While the overall accuracy of the CNN
has to be improved, these results pave the way for a fully automated XRD data analysis.

1. Introduction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is an interferometric phenomenon which results from the coherent superposition of
x-ray waves scattered by individual atoms when a material is illuminated with x-ray radiation. Within the
‘kinematical theory’ of diffraction [1] the amplitude of the electric field of the diffracted x-rays is given by
the sum:

E(Q) =
∑
j

fj exp
(
i Q · rj

)
(1)

where fj is the amplitude scattered by the jth atom in the material, and the scalar product Q·rj is the phase
difference between each scattered wave, Q and rj being the wave vector transfer (also referred to as the
scattering vector) and the coordinate vector of the jth atom, respectively. The amplitude of Q is equal to 4π
sinθ/λ, where θ is half the diffraction angle and λ is the x-ray wavelength. The diffracted amplitude is
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extremely sensitive to, even minute, variations in the atomic coordinates, which explains why XRD has been
used since decades to study the structure of crystalline materials, their nano- and microstructure and
crystalline defects [1–4]. However, the quantity measured in an actual XRD experiment is the intensity,
i.e. the squared modulus of the amplitude, E× E

∗
; the phase of the amplitude is therefore lost in the process,

which gives rise to the so-called ‘phase problem’, common to all diffraction techniques, which implies that
only coordinate-differences can be obtained via a direct inversion of the intensity. To circumvent this issue,
scientists usually rely on modelling and fitting algorithms where a parameterized physical model is iteratively
adjusted until a satisfactory agreement with the experimental data is obtained3. It should be noted that, for
the sake of simplicity, we rely on the kinematical theory of diffraction to present the phase problem, whereas
all calculations in the following are performed using the more accurate ‘dynamical theory’ of diffraction.
However, as far as the phase problem is concerned, the conclusions drawn using the kinematical theory
remain perfectly valid within the dynamical theory.

One important application of XRD is the determination of the spatial distribution of strain in disordered
materials, like for instance, those submitted to ion irradiation. Being able to precisely characterize these
materials is of critical importance in many fields, for instance to understand strain and defect formation
during ion implantation in the semi-conductor industry [5], a family of materials for which XRD is
particularly well adapted [6]. This aspect is especially important in this period of time, where increasing the
semiconductor supply chain resilience against international crises is now a strategic priority in Europe and
the United States of America. For instance, in the USA, the recent CHIPS and Science act4 will allocate $280
billion in the next 5 years to the semiconductor industry, among which $174 billion will be devoted to
investments in Science, Technology, Engineering and Math programs, workforce development, and research
& development. A similar, though less ambitious, €43 billion program will be announced in Europe as well5.
In this context, the development of high precision in-line metrology systems, while maintaining high
throughput, is an important challenge to face, and machine learning-based algorithms are here expected to
play a crucial role.

The determination of spatial strain profiles in strained materials relies, as mentioned above, on the
simulation of experimental XRD data with physical models [7–14]. These simulation methods are in general
based on classic least-squares optimization algorithms which require a good guess of the initial parameters
defining the strain profile in order to avoid being trapped in a local minimum of the least-square error
hypersurface. Obtaining a physically sound guess may often require several tens of minutes, up to several
hours, depending on the complexity of the problem. In any case, it requires a priori knowledge about the
system, and the supervision of an expert, in order to set constraints on the fitting parameters during the
optimization procedure, so as to avoid the emergence of unphysical solutions. Global search algorithms such
as, for instance, simulated annealing [15], may solve the local minimum issue but those are intrinsically
slower than usual local minimization techniques.

Machine leaning algorithms, and in particular artificial neural networks (NNs), can be used to solve that
type of inverse problems, thereby considerably decreasing computing times and eliminating the need of a
priori knowledge. The general idea is to map reciprocal space features (obtained by diffraction) to real space
features (here, the strain profile), by feeding XRD data into a NN and adjusting its parameters so that its
output matches the expected (strain profile) result; a procedure referred to as ‘training’ the NN. In the recent
years, NNs have been increasingly used in the field of the characterization of materials using the scattering of
x-rays or neutrons. One can cite symmetry identification [16–18], space group identification [19–23], phase
identification [24–27], phase and crystallite size quantification [28], lattice parameter prediction [29],
classification of 2D diffraction data in single particle imaging [30, 31], or in small and wide angle scattering
data [32–41], data correction [42–44] or automated analysis of 2D diffraction images [45–49], and phase
retrieval with synchrotron coherent x-rays [50–55].

The studies which are more closely related to the present work are those dealing with the inversion of
neutron or x-ray reflectivity data recorded from thin films or multilayers, so as to retrieve physical
parameters such as the film thickness and surface/interface roughness [56–60]. These parameters then allow
the authors to reconstruct the, so-called, scattering length density profile. In these studies the number of
layers constituting the multilayer structure were limited to 2 [56–59], and up to 3 [60], with impressive
performances on actual samples. Arbitrary profiles have been considered in [61] but without any application
to actual samples. Although there is a clear methodological similarity between the inversion of neutron/x-ray
reflectivity curves and XRD curves, the latter differs from reflectivity in many aspects:

3 In this workwe do not consider ‘phase retrieval’ techniques that are used to image individual nanoparticles (and their strain distribution)
and which rely on coherent x-rays that can only be delivered by synchrotron sources, see, e.g. [83].
4 https://www.congress.gov/117/plaws/publ167/PLAW-117publ167.pdf
5 https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-2024/europe-fit-digital-age/european-chips-act_en
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• Ion-irradiated or ion-implanted materials in general display both strain and disorder, where the former is
related to long range variations of interatomic distances, and the latter refers to random atomic displace-
ments. XRD is therefore affected by the lattice strain profile and the random atomic disorder profile (via the
so-called Debye–Waller -DW- factor), whereas reflectivity solely depends on the scattering length density
profile;

• The strain and DW profiles can exhibit any arbitrary shape, whereas the scattering length density profiles
are, to a certain extent, constrained by the multilayer geometry;

• The wave vector transfer range depends on the level of strain (see below), so that the data range is not
constant (which is an important condition for the use of NNs).

The goal of this work is to provide a proof of concept that NNs can be used to retrieve strain profiles in
disordered crystals, thereby considerably decreasing the computing time and, ultimately, removing the
necessity of a priori knowledge. To the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of any similar attempt in
published studies. In the present work we focus of the feasibility of such an approach and examine the
parameters that condition the NN performances. It is important to mention that, although the applicability
of the method is tested on real data, we do not attempt to provide detailed benchmarks of the NNs vs. fitting
approaches. Such aspects will be considered in future works.

2. Training data and NN architecture

2.1. Training data generation
It is not unusual for NNs to contain up to several 105–106 parameters that have to be adjusted. A large
number of input data, of, roughly, the same order of magnitude, is therefore required for the training to be
successful. Acquiring and analysing 106 XRD curves being obviously impossible, these data have been
numerically generated, similarly to other studies [56–61]. For this purpose, we relied on a theoretical
framework described in details in the past [11]. In short, the XRD curves were computed within the
framework of the dynamical theory of diffraction, using the recursive solution [62] to the Takagi–Taupin
differential equations [63, 64].

Ion-irradiated crystals can be described as a system composed of a film (i.e. the irradiated region) on a
substrate (i.e. the unirradiated, pristine, region), both sharing the same structure, orientation and
composition. Within the film, the level of strain and disorder vary as a function of depth, while these two
parameters remain unchanged in the pristine part of the crystal. Using the previously described theoretical
framework, an XRD curve can be generated when provided with a given strain and disorder depth-profiles.

2.1.1. Strain and Debye–Waller depth-profiles
Strain depth-profiles in ion-irradiated materials can exhibit a wide variety of shapes, ranging from purely
decreasing strain from the surface to the interface, to profiles with a more or less pronounced maximum
within the irradiated region or even almost constant profiles, or any combination of those. In all cases, the
strain reaches 0 at the film/substrate interface. In order to produce realistic strain depth-profiles, we followed
a three step procedure. In a first step, we use an asymmetrical Gaussian function to produce a peak-shaped
function. However, actual disordered materials in general exhibit strain profiles that can not be described
with such a simple analytical function. This is why, in a second step, in order to add some realistic deviation
from simple shapes, we add a constant value on either or both sides of the peak. Finally, in a third step, local
random variations of the strain profiles are introduced using the B-spline parameterization we introduced in
our previous work [65]. The details of the procedure are given below.

In the first step, the strain profile is generated with an asymmetric Gaussian function, normalized to unit
maximum:

G(z) = exp

(
−1

2

[
z− µ

σ

]2)
(2)

where z is the depth coordinate from the surface, µ is the position of the maximum and σ is the standard
deviation obeying the following condition: σ = σL if z < µ, σ = σR otherwise. The parameters µ and σR are
randomly sampled in the [0, t] range, where t is the disordered (i.e. film) thickness with the constraint
µ= t − 3× σR in order to ensure that the strain converges to 0 at the film/substrate interface, whereas σL is
randomly sampled in the [0,∞) range. The thickness is randomly selected in the [50 nm, 1000 nm] range
(see table 1), those values corresponding to the damaged thickness usually observed in materials subjected to
ion-induced ballistic damage. In the second step, a constant value (randomly selected within the [0, 0.8]
range) is added on the z < µ, z > µ, or both, sides with an equal probability of 0.25.

3
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Table 1. Range of parameters used for the data generation of the different CNNs used in this work.

t (nm) emax (%) DW H (deg.) background Imax DR

CNN1 50–1000 0.2–8 0.001–1 0.003–0.1 1–100 103–107 3–6
CNN2 100–1000 0.5–8 0.05–1 0.003–0.1 1–100 103–107 3–6
CNN3 100–1000 0.5–2 0.05–1 0.003–0.1 1–100 103–107 3–6

Figure 1. (a) Generated test XRD profiles (grey lines) and XRD profiles computed from the prediction of the neural network
(black lines). (b) Ground truth strain profiles (continuous grey lines) and DW profiles (dotted grey lines); predicted strain
profiles (continuous black lines) and DW profiles (dotted black lines). The XRD curves labelled (1–4) in (a) correspond the
strain/DW profiles labelled (1–4) in (b).

In the last step, the generated strain profile is fitted with a B-spline function defined as:

e(z) = emax ×
Nw∑
i=1

wiBi,3 (z) (3)

where e(z), emax, wi and Bi,3 are the strain profile, the maximum strain value, the weight of the ith B-spline
function and the ith 3rd degree B-spline basis function. Complete details regarding the B-spline description
of strain are given in [65]. The B-spline parameterization is a convenient way to describe complex, arbitrarily
shaped functions, while requiring a limited set of parameters. In the present case we chose 10 B-spline basis
functions to describe the strain profile, which corresponds to 10 adjustable weights wi. The fitted weights wi

are then allowed to randomly deviate from their initial value within a± 10% range, with a uniform
probability, to introduce randomness in the overall shape. Finally, the maximum strain value, emax, is chosen
in the [0.2%, 8%] range with uniform probability (see table 1), the 8% value roughly corresponding to the
maximum strain reported experimentally [66–68]. Examples of generated strain profiles are given in
figure 1(b) as grey lines.

The effect of random atomic displacement is described by the Debye–Waller factor, which is a function of
the root-mean-square (rms) atomic displacements [1]. The DW factor is equal to 1 in a perfect crystal and
reaches 0 for heavily disordered crystals. Although the shape of the DW profile might significantly differ
from the shape predicted from the strain profile [11], for simplicity we shall here assume that it is given by
the following equation [69]:

4
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DW(z) = exp
{
−α× [e(z)/emax]

2
}

(4)

where α = 0 corresponds to a perfect crystal and α≫ 1 correspond to a heavily disordered crystal. The
parameter α is randomly selected so that the resulting minimum value of DW(z), DWmin, uniformly lies in
the [0.001, 1] range, see table 1. Examples of generated DW profiles are given in figure 1(b) as dotted grey
lines. It should be noted that we restrict ourselves to tensile strain, as compressive strain is almost never
encountered in irradiated materials.

2.1.2. XRD training data
With the previous strain and DW profiles we compute the diffracted intensity (I) distribution as described
earlier. For the calculations, we considered, as an example, the 400 reflection of cubic Y2O3-doped ZrO2

(9.5% Y2O3) with a lattice parameter a= 5.145 Å. The magnitude of the scattering vector for the 400 Bragg
position is QB = 4.885 Å−1.

The following procedure has been used to generate the XRD data:

• Using the strain and DW profiles as input, the intensity has been computed in a range of scattering angles
[θmin, θmax] with a constant step of 0.005◦. The limits, θmin and θmax, were randomly chosen, but wide
enough to include the Bragg peak from the perfect crystal and the signal from the disordered region. The
computed intensity has been normalized to unity.

• The resulting intensity has then been convoluted with a Gaussian function with full-width at half-maximum
(H) randomly selected in the [0.003◦, 1◦] range. This allowed to account for the broadening induced by the
diffractometer (limited resolution due to beam divergence or spectral dispersion), or by the quality of the
unirradiated crystal which might exhibit deviations from perfection.

• In order to account for the actual intensity encountered on most laboratory diffractometers, the computed
intensity has been multiplied by a scale factor 10κ with κ selected in the [3, 7] range with uniform prob-
ability. A constant background 10ν , due to diffuse scattering from the sample or from imperfect optics in
the diffractometer, was also added, with ν selected in the [0, 2] range with uniform probability. Finally, in
order to mimic data usually recorded on laboratory diffractometer, all data with a dynamic range, defined
as DR = log(Imax/Imin), outside the [3, 6] range were rejected (Imin and Imax correspond to the minimum
and maximum values of the intensity in a given XRD curve).

• In order to account for counting statistics, the computed intensity I has been replacedwith randomnumbers
k× I, where k obeys the Poisson distribution P(k; I).

• Finally, the angular θ range has been converted to scattering vectors using Q= 4π sinθ/λ.

All parameter ranges used for the strain, DW and intensity calculations are summarized in table 1 (row
labelled ‘CNN1’). Examples of generated XRD data are given in figure 1(a), grey lines. All curves exhibit
common features:

• An intense and narrow peak located at∆Q/QB = (Q –QB)/QB = 0, which corresponds to the Bragg diffrac-
tion from the perfect crystal below the disordered region (i.e. the substrate).

• An additional signal at∆Q/QB < 0 exhibiting more or less visible interference fringes. This intensity eman-
ates from the disordered region (i.e. the film), the extension of which is proportional to the level of strain,
(∆Q/QB)max ≈ −emax. The presence of fringes results from the interferences of x-ray waves scattered from
regions with the same level of strain. It is the presence of those fringes that allows for an accurate determin-
ation of the strain and DW profiles.

• The intensity of the additional signal as compared to the perfect crystal is modulated by both the DW factor
and the thickness: a low DW factor and/or a low thickness result in a lower intensity.

The fact that the non-zero intensity range depends on the level of strain results in data ranges of varying
length, at least in actual experiments, where there is no added value in recording empty regions. We decided
to replicate this feature, which has two consequences:

• In order to bring all the data ranges to the same length, missing values were replaced with constant values
corresponding to the minimum value observed in the initial data.

• This prevented us to use dense neural networks (DNNs) as those are sensitive to the absolute values of
the pixels in the data. We experienced that introducing data with arbitrary values prevented the DNNs
to be correctly trained, resulting in incorrect predictions. This is the reason why we used convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [70] in the following, instead of DNNs that are often used to invert reflectivity
data [56–59].

5
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Figure 2. Architecture of the CNN. The role of each layer is indicated in the corresponding box. For convolution layers, K, N and s
respectively correspond to the kernel size in pixels, the number of convolution kernels and the stride used for the convolution.
Each Max Pooling operation is performed over 2 pixels. The size of the output tensor of each layer is indicated in square brackets.
The input vector corresponds to the 1001 intensity values. The output vector is composed of the 10 B-spline weights (wi), the
thickness of the damaged region, t, the DW factor, the width of the Bragg peak, H, and the dynamic range, DR.

We generated 1.5× 106 XRD patterns (each consisting in a vector x with 1001 intensity values), 10% of
which were removed from the training set and used as a test set, i.e. to check the performances of the NN on
never-seen-before data. The choice of the data set size is justified in section 3.5 below. It is known that during
NN training, it is preferable to compress the data into a limited magnitude range, otherwise the largest values
would bias the training. To do so, we transformed the intensity as follows: Î= log(I/Imax). As a result, the
training and test data lie in the [0,−DR] range. The generation of 1.5× 106 XRD patterns requires 2.5 h
with a workload parallelized over 96 CPU cores.

2.2. Network architecture and training
2.2.1. Network architecture
The CNNs have been developed and trained with the Python TensorFlow (www.tensorflow.org/) library [71]
using the Keras (https://keras.io/) front-end [72]. The CNN we developed in this work is displayed in figure 2
and contains∼1.104× 106 trainable parameters. There are no definite rules for designing the architecture of
a NN, and those essentially derive from empirical knowledge associated to a particular problem. Despite this,
we underline below some characteristics that turned out to play an important role in the performances of the
CNN. All the aspects discussed below are natively included in Keras and do not require additional coding.

6
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Firstly, the dilatation between the flatten layer (which transforms the 4× 128 tensor into a linear 512
vector) and the first dense layer (1000 pixels), figure 2, was essential to reach convergence. Without this
dilatation, no learning was possible. Dense layers (also referred to as fully connected layers) are defined such
that the output of the jth neuron of the lth layer, alj, is a linear function (with weights wl

jk and bias blj) of the
output of all neurons of the preceding layers passed through an activation function σ [73]:

alj = σ

(∑
k

wl
jka

l−1
k + blj

)
. (5)

The weights and biases are trainable parameters. In all layers of the CNN (except the very last dense
layer), a rectified linear unit was used as an activation function, ReLU(x)=max(0, x). Other activation
functions have been tested, such as the leaky-ReLU and the parametric-ReLU, without visible improvement.

Secondly, we used a relatively large convolution kernel size (also referred to as a receptive field), K = 15
pixels, as compared to the small sizes, e.g. 3× 3 pixels, used in image recognition. This kernel size turned out
to be more well suited to XRD data where there are no sharp and well defined edges, but rather continuous
intensity variations. N of such kernels were used, which produces N different output vectors (also referred to
as feature maps) of sizeM/s whereM is the size of the vector of the preceding layer, and s is the stride (i.e. the
step used in the convolution operation)6. The jth component in themth feature map of the lth layers writes
[73]:

alj,m = σ

(∑
n

∑
k

wl
k,na

l−1
s×j+k,n + bln

)
(6)

where wl
k,n is the kth pixel value of the kernel in the nth feature map of the lth layer of the CNN, and bln is the

bias in the nth feature map of the lth layer. It can be observed that the weight and bias do not depend on the
position (j) of the output neuron, i.e. the same weights and biases are shared across the whole input data.
This makes the specificity of convolutional layers, which detects translation-invariant features, while
requiring much less training parameters [74]. The so-called ‘Max Pooling’ layers aim at merging similar
feature detected in the input vector by selecting the maximum value within a given pixel range (here, 2
pixels), thereby reducing the vector size by a factor of 2.

Thirdly, the use of two successive convolution layers (first introduced in [75] and then widely re-used
[76]) have a similar effect than an increase in the kernel size, but with a reduced number of parameters and
increased feature detection thanks to successive activation functions.

Finally, the batch normalization layers [77] allowed to reach a deeper minimum of the cost function (see
below) during the training, with a reduced number of training epochs (see below for definition). The output
of the batch normalization layer is

zi = γx̂i +β

with x̂i =
xi−⟨xi⟩√

⟨x2i ⟩
(7)

where xi is the ith component of the input vector, γ and β are trainable parameters. The mean and standard
deviations are evaluated over the training data set of a given training step (a mini-batch, see below).

The output of the CNN is a vector, y, with the following components: the 10 B-spline weights (not to be
confused with the weights of the NN), the disordered thickness, the minimum DW factor, the width of the
convolution Gaussian and the dynamic range. The two latter parameters are not dependent on the material
but rather on the diffractometer resolution or sample quality, and the measurement conditions, respectively.
They are nonetheless included in the NN so as to allow the calculation of the diffracted intensity on the sole
basis of the NN’s output. To avoid issues due to scale differences between these variables, the expected
outputs (ground truth) are rescaled to a [0–1] range using

ŷi =
yi −min(yi)

max(yi)−min(yi)
(8)

where yi is the ith component of the ground truth vector, and the minimum and maximum values are
evaluated over the whole training data set.

6 We used the ‘padding’ option in the convolution operation implemented in TensorFlow. This allows to avoid edge effects and keep the
same vector/tensor size before and after convolution (when using a stride of 1). Without this option the vector size is reduced by K-1
pixels.
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2.2.2. Training procedure
The CNN is trained by minimizing the mean-square-error (mse):

C(p) =
1

Nd

Nd∑
i=1

∥f(xi;p)− ŷi∥
2 (9)

where f (xi; p) is the response vector of the CNN for an input data vector xi and a set of trainable parameters
p, and Nd is the number of data points used for the evaluation of the gradient. The minimization is carried
out by iteratively updating the parameters p in the direction of descending gradient of the cost function C,
∇p(C). For this purpose, we used the usual mini-batch stochastic gradient descent algorithm, where subsets
of the initial training data (mini-batches, of size Nd) are randomly selected and used to evaluate the
gradient [72]. We used Nd = 2096 as mini-batch size. The gradient itself is calculated with the famous
back-propagation algorithm [70, 78]. The parameter optimization is performed with the RMSprop
algorithm [72, 79] implemented in Keras. The learning rate, i.e. the strength with which the parameters are
updated, starts at the usual value of 0.001 and decreases by a factor of 10 when the cost function stagnates for
at least 10 epochs. An epoch corresponds to a situation where all data points have been used once to evaluate
the gradient. Alternative optimizers, such as the widespread Adam algorithm [80], have been tested but did
not bring any noticeable improvement as compared to RMSprop.

In addition to the 10% data reserved for testing (1.5× 105), another 10% is used for validation (i.e. to
tune the parameters of the CNN using data not used for the training). This leaves 1.215× 106 training data
and 1.35× 105 for validation. The CNN was trained over 70 epochs. With the hardware used in this work
(Nvidia RTX A6000 GPU) the training lasted 13 min (11 sec/epoch).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Predictions, errors and accuracy
A typical learning curve is given in the supplementary material (figure S1). The mse remains constant after
65–70 epochs with a value of 0.001. The mse evaluated on the validation set reaches 0.0016, and no sign of
over-fitting (i.e. a degradation of the validation mse) could be detected, which is likely a consequence of the
large amount of data used for training.

To evaluate the performances of the CNN, the test data set (with 150 000 XRD curves) has been used to
predict the different parameters considered in this work which, we recall, are the thickness of the strained
region, t, the maximum strain, emax, the minimum DW factor, DWmin, the width of the Bragg peak, H, and
the dynamic range, DR. The B-splines weights, which are the parameters describing the shape of the strain
profile (equation (3)), will be discussed separately. For each of these five parameters, p, we plotted the
predicted value, p(p), vs. the ground truth, figures 3(a)–(e). In each case, it appears that, overall, the values
predicted by the CNN are linearly correlated with the expected values, with a dispersion depending on the
parameter considered. The histogram of relative errors for each parameter p,∆p/p= (p(p)–p)/p, is displayed
in figure 3(f) as a violin plot. The parameters emax, H and DR have a relatively low dispersion of errors,
indicating that they are accurately predicted by the CNN. This can be understood by the fact that they
depend on relatively simple features of the XRD data, namely the extension of the additional region in the
region with∆Q/QB < 0, the width of the intense peak at∆Q/QB = 0, and the ratio between the maximum
and minimum intensity, respectively. On the other hand the thickness and the DW factor, which both
depend on more subtle features (the intensity of the additional signal and the fine structure of the fringes)
are characterized by higher errors, that yet remain reasonable.

In order to better quantify the performances of the CNN, we define the prediction accuracy as follows.
From the relative error histograms (figure 3(f)) we computed the cumulated distribution of absolute relative
errors, |∆p|/p, and set a threshold at 0.1, figures 3(g)–(k). The corresponding fraction, a, is used as a measure
of the prediction accuracy; i.e. a% of the data have a relative error lower than 0.1. The accuracy
corresponding to each parameter is listed in table 2 (row labelled ‘CNN1’). As already inferred from the
violin plot, the parameters emax, H and DR have the highest accuracies (⩾90%). Conversely DW and t have
accuracies of 73% and 85%, respectively.

Let us now consider the most important prediction of the CNN, namely the complete strain profile,
which depends not only on the B-spline weights, but also on the thickness t and the maximum strain emax.
Being a function of several parameters, the prediction can not be plotted vs. the ground truth. Instead, we
compute the root-mean-square error (rmse), between the predicted strain profile and the ground truth,

σe =

√
⟨
[
e(p) (z)− e(z)

]2⟩, where the average is performed over all z values (i.e. over the whole strain profile)
and we normalize it to the maximum strain. The corresponding plot is shown in figure 3(l) and the
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Figure 3. (a)–(e) Plot of the values predicted by the CNN (with superscript (p)) vs. the ground truth, for all parameters but the
B-spline weights. (f) Violin plots showing the distribution of relative errors for each parameter. The 10th, 50th and 90th
percentiles are indicated by lines. (g–k) cumulative fraction of the relative errors for each parameter. (l) Cumulative fraction of the
relative root-mean-square error of the strain profile. For plotting purposes the number of data points has been reduced to 15 000,
instead of the 150 000 contained in the test set.

Table 2. Summary of the train and test mse and the prediction accuracy, a, of each parameters for the different CNNs considered in this
work.

train mse test mse a(t) a(emax) a(DW) a(H) a(DR) a(strain)

CNN1 0.0010 0.0016 85% 90% 73% 92% 100% 74%
CNN2 0.00077 0.0013 91% 94% 90% 93% 100% 82%
CNN1 (emax ⩽2%) 70% 74% 63% 91% 100% 50%
CNN2 (emax ⩽2%) 80% 81% 81% 93% 100% 61%
CNN3 0.0019 0.0026 86% 94% 85% 91% 100% 76%
CNN3[12] 0.0022 0.0031 86% 93% 84% 76%
CNN3[3] 0.0011 0.0015 88% 97% 90%

associated accuracy is 74%. In the following, since this work is focused on determining the strain profiles, the
relative strain rmse, σe/emax, will be used as the unique metric to quantify the CNN performances.

Example of predicted strain profiles with a relative rmse of 0.1 are shown in figure 1(b), black lines. It can
be observed that the predictions with a 0.1 relative error correspond to remarkably good predictions as
compared to the ground truth. Another way of assessing the quality of the prediction is to compute the
corresponding XRD curve on the basis of the predicted strain profiles. These computed curves are shown in
figure 1(a). Again, it can be observed that the agreement with the test data is close to perfect. This approach
will be particularly useful when real data will be considered and where no ground truth is available.

Besides the example just discussed, it can also be useful to consider two other extreme cases: those
exhibiting the lowest and highest relative strain rmse, with values<0.005 and>0.3, respectively. The
corresponding XRD curves and strain profiles are given in figure 4. In the case of low errors (a, b) it can be
seen that the predictions of the strain profile perfectly match the ground truth. The agreement is slightly less
perfect for the DW factor, which is not surprising because we here consider the strain rmse to which the DW
factor does not contribute. It can be noticed that all data exhibit rather high thickness (>300 nm) and high
maximum strain (>3.5%). They also exhibit rather high DWmin values and a high dynamic range (>4). The
high strain value results in large extension of the signal emanating from the strained region, whereas the large
thickness, the high DW factor and the high dynamic range factors ensure a high signal-to-noise ratio in this
region, hence maximizing the amount of information the CNN can rely on. Conversely in the case of high
errors (figures 4(c) and (d)), the ground truth strain profiles exhibit either very low strain, very low DW
factor or very low thickness. Combined with a low dynamic range (<4), there is almost no information in
the XRD data. This can be confirmed by the fact that, although the predictions are completely wrong, the
agreement between the computed and test XRD data is very good.
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Figure 4. XRD test data (grey curves) and computed from predictions (black curves) in the case of σe/emax < 0.005 (a) and>0.3
(c). (b), (d) Corresponding ground truth (grey curves) and predicted strain profiles (black curves). The dashed curve correspond
to the DW profiles.

3.2. Role of physical parameters on the CNN performances
In order to get a deeper insight into the influence of each parameter (strain, thickness, DW, etc) on the
accuracy of the CNN, it can be useful to plot the relative strain rmse as a function of the ground truth value of
each parameter. Such plots are given in the supplementary materials (figure S2). Although some tendencies
can be detected in these plots, it is not straightforward to deduce any quantitative information. We therefore
suggest the following procedure: for each parameter we select the 103 datasets with the lowest σe/emax values
and compute the histogram of the values taken by each parameter. We perform the same operation on the
103 datasets exhibiting the highest σe/emax values. The corresponding histograms are given in figure 5.

The first observation that can be made is that the distribution of parameters in the data with the lowest
errors (figures 5(a)–(e)) is in general more uniform than in the case of the data with the highest errors, where
narrow peaks appear in certain ranges of parameters (figures 5(f)–(h)). This demonstrates that, while it is
possible to get good performances over a rather broad range of parameters, some narrow ranges of
parameters catastrophically deteriorate the CNN performances. A careful examination of figures 5(f)–(h))
reveals that these parameters are thickness t < 100 nm, emax < 0.5% and DW< 0.05, which confirms the
qualitative observations made in the previous section: these ranges of parameters do not contain enough
information in the XRD data to allow the CNN to learn features from those data. Finally the width of Bragg
peak H has an weaker effect, with slightly better performances in the mid-range of the parameter, i.e. in the
0.025–0.075◦ range (figure 5(i)). The effect of the dynamic range, although not negligible, is much less
pronounced (figure 5(j)).

Conversely, for the lowest errors (mainly figures 5(a)–(c)) it appears, unsurprisingly, that large values of
t, emax and DW, are more present, but with a broader distribution. This indicates, that very small values of t,
emax and DW have a stronger impact on the degradation of the overall accuracy, than the impact that large
values of these parameters have on the improvement of the accuracy. For this purpose, in the following, we
shall focus on the parameter histograms corresponding to the highest errors.

With these observations in mind, we trained a second CNN (CNN2) where the range of parameters have
been reduced so as to exclude the critical regions of t, emax and DW. The parameter range is given in table 1
and the performances of the CNN is given in table 2. The convergence of the training improves significantly
(with a training and test mse reduced to 0.00077 and 0.013, respectively). The accuracy on all parameters also
increases significantly (up to 17 percentage points), except the width of the Bragg peak which increases only
by one percentage point, which is easily explained since this parameter is not directly affected by the
parameters modified in CNN2. Most importantly the accuracy on the strain profile increases up to 82%,
which means that 82% of the 1.5× 105 test data yielded predictions with a relative strain rmse smaller than
0.1. The plot of predictions and accuracy and the parameter histograms are given in figures S3 and S4. From
the latter, it can be observed that the region with maximum strain values<2% remain problematic since they
have the largest detrimental effect on the overall CNN accuracy. It can therefore be useful to consider
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Figure 5. (a)–(e) Histogram of parameters in the 103 data with the lowest σe/emax values. (f)–(j) Histogram of parameters in the
103 data with the highest σe/emax values.

specifically this region. Moreover, whereas strain values as high as 7%–8% can be observed, for instance in
irradiated SiC crystals [66–68], those are more an exception than a general rule, since most irradiated crystals
exhibit strain levels lower than 2%.

3.3. Accuracy and performances in the low strain region (emax ⩽ 2%)
In order to tentatively improve the accuracy and the performances in the domain of low strain levels, we first
reduced the data to those data sets with a maximum strain value of 2% and, without retraining the CNN, we
computed the corresponding accuracies for this data range. The plot of predictions and accuracy, and the
parameter histograms for both CNN1 and CNN2 are given in figures S5–S8. The associated performances
are given in table 2. It can be observed that the overall performances, although better for CNN2 than for
CNN1, are disappointing in this region, with accuracy on the strain profile of only 61%.

In figure 6, we plot the parameter histograms for the highest 103 errors, in the case of CNN1 and CNN2.
In the case of CNN1, the distributions of t, emax and DW are peaked towards lower values, which is not

surprising since this behaviour was already observed in the global performances of the CNN (figure 5).
Conversely, in the case of CNN2, it is interesting to notice that the only parameter that inhomogeneously
deteriorates the accuracy of the CNN is emax. All others exhibit a rather uniform distribution. This leads us to
conclude that, to improve accuracy in this strain range, the CNN should be trained with data specifically
restricted to this range (see table 1, CNN3). The performances of this specifically trained CNN are discussed
below.

The plot of predictions and accuracy, and the parameter histograms are given in figures S9 and S10. The
performances of CNN3 are summarized in table 2. It is remarkable that, despite degraded learning metrics
(train and test mse), the accuracy of CNN3 is higher than that of CNN1. This shows that the learning metrics
alone do not allow to judge the prediction capabilities of a given CNN, especially if the different CNNs have
been trained with different data. The most striking feature is that, compared to CNN1 and CNN2 in the low
strain regime, CNN3 reaches an accuracy of 76% which is 26 and 15 percentage points higher than CNN1
and CNN2, respectively.

Unfortunately, although an accuracy of 76% is a valuable achievement, it does not allow for the
corresponding CNN to completely replace least-square simulations, as 24% of the data may contain relative
errors larger than 0.1. Nonetheless, it can provide a good starting point for simulations. This is illustrated in
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Figure 6. (a)–(e) Histogram of parameters in the 103 data with the highest σe/emax values in the case of CNN1 (a)–(e) and CNN2
(f)–(j).

the last section, using real experimental data. Before that, we shall investigate the performances and the
robustness of the CNN for different architectures, training situations or challenging data. For this purpose
we will use the last CNN (CNN3).

3.4. Influence of the output vector size
As explained in section 2.1.2, two parameters related to the experimental set-up (namely the width of the
Bragg peak, H, and the dynamic range, DR) were included in the training although they do not characterize
the strain profile. This is justified by the fact that the ultimate goal of this work is to provide a fully
automated data analysis pipeline, without the need of human intervention. However, it can legitimately be
asked how these parameters affect the overall learning capability of the CNN, especially since those
experimental parameters could straightforwardly be obtained by a separate analysis: a least square fit of the
Bragg peak with a Gaussian function, for instance, for the former, and the evaluation the
maximum/minimum intensity ratio, for the latter.

A new CNN returning only sample-related parameters, labelled CNN[12] (where 12 stands for number
of output parameters of the CNN), has been trained, and the corresponding performances are given in
table 2. The first observation that can be made is that the learning metrics (training and validation mse) are
degraded as compared to CNN3. This can be understood by the fact that H and DR are both predicted with
excellent accuracies, namely 91% and 100%, respectively. Removing these well-learned parameters from the
training mathematically deteriorates the learning metrics. For the same reason, since H and DR are easily
learned by the CNN, they are not expected to impair the accuracy of the other parameters inferred by the
network. This is indeed what is observed in table 2: the accuracy of the predicted thickness, maximum strain,
DW factor and strain profile remain constant, with a 1% decrease for emax and DW (although this is not
expected to be meaningful due to the stochastic nature of the training process).

Another corollary question, that arises from the previous analysis, is how the overall performances of the
CNN would evolve when the parameters with the worst accuracies are removed from the training. The
parameter characterized by the worst accuracy (76%) is the strain profile. Since this parameter is precisely
the one we are interested in the present article, removing it from the training would make our work useless.
We can nonetheless consider this situation to check if the behaviour observed above, when removing
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Figure 7. Evolution of the training and validation mean-square errors (a) and of the prediction accuracies (b) as a function of the
training dataset size. In (a) and (b) the abscissa is plotted with decreasing values.

well-learned parameters, is confirmed when removing less well-learned parameters. As expected, removing
the 10 B-spline weights describing the strain profile, results in an automatic improvement in the learning
metrics. In addition, a slight improvement of the accuracy of the determination of the t, emax and DW is
observed, with an increase of 2, 3 and 5 percentage points; the main drawback being that the ability to
determine the shape of the strain profile is lost. This could nonetheless suggest that training two separate
CNNs, with optimized architectures, one for the ‘easy’ parameters and another one dedicated to the shape of
the strain profile, could be envisioned as a possible evolution to improve the global performances.

3.5. Robustness against the training data set size
Another legitimate question that can be asked, is how much the size of the training dataset can be reduced
while still giving good predictions. This is particularly important since it is well known that NN are easily
subject to overfitting when the dataset size is too small: the NN memorizes the values of the training dataset
and the validation mse increases after reaching a minimum; its performance as a predictor decreases [72].
Although no overfitting has been observed in the training (see figure S1), the question of the maximum
accuracy that can be reached on the test data (which, we recall, is not used in the training) for a given CNN
architecture, is essential.

For this purpose we generated a training dataset containing 3× 106 input vectors, and iteratively reduced
its size by 25%. For each dataset we trained the CNN and evaluated all accuracies. The results are displayed in
figure 7.

Let us first discuss the training metrics, figure 7(a). Upon decreasing the training set size, both the
training and the validation mse increase. The mse increase slowly for dataset sizes down to∼8× 105; below
this value, the mse increase at a much faster rate. This indicates that the CNN becomes harder to train: when
the learning curve saturates at a constant value (see figure S1), the values inferred by the CNN exhibit higher
errors. Interestingly, the validation mse increases faster than the training mse (see the green difference curve).
This observation evidences that, when the dataset size decreases, the predictions performed by the CNN are
degraded at higher rate than the degradation of the learning, i.e. the value of the CNN as a predictor
decreases. Conversely, increasing the data size narrows the gap between the training and validation mse,
indicating an improved prediction reliability.

Let us now discuss the accuracies, figure 7(b). Similarly to what is observed for the training metrics, the
accuracies are slowly degrading down to a dataset size threshold value, below which the rate of degradation
increases. It also appears that this threshold value depends on the initial accuracy of a given parameter. For
instance, emax, whose initial accuracy is 94%, remains roughly constant down to∼1× 106, whereas the
accuracy of the strain profile, with initial value of 80%, exhibits a higher degradation rate below∼1.3× 106.
For this reason, in the present study, we selected a training dataset size around this threshold value.
Increasing the dataset size would only yield minor improvements in the accuracies of all parameters, except
the strain profile which would benefit more from the increased dataset size (80% instead of 76%). Obviously,
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Figure 8. XRD test data (grey curves) and computed from predictions (black curves) in the case of right-hand (a) and left-hand
tailed strain profiles (c). The corresponding strain profiles (grey) and DW (dotted grey) profiles are given, as well as the associated
predictions (black) are given in (b), (d). The labels (1–4) correspond to decreasing maximum strain.

this increased dataset size result would result in considerably increased computation times: a factor of∼2.5
in the present case (i.e. more than 6 h to generate the dataset, instead of 2.5 h). Considering the relative weak
improvement in the accuracy we decided not to increase the dataset size.

3.6. Challenging cases, uniqueness of the inference and overall limitations
An issue common to all fitting approaches is to ascertain to what extent the solution returned by the
algorithm is unique. The same issue holds for predictions performed by a NN. In other words, in the present
case, could two different strain profiles yield the same XRD curve? If so, this would jeopardize the whole
approach. In the case of XRD, this issue is closely related to a topic frequently discussed in the solid-state
community: is XRD really able to determine the absolute position and shape of a strain distribution? In this
section we briefly address these issues by considering situations which are expected to be challenging for the
CNN (or a least-square fitting algorithm).

In the first example we address the case of two mirrored asymmetric strain profiles, spanning a depth of
400 nm, with a maximum strain decreasing from 2% down to 0.5%, figure 8. Let us first consider the strain
profiles exhibiting the highest strain (curves labelled (1)). While it is evident that the XRD curves are very
similar, there are also some noticeable difference, in particular in the region with low∆Q/QB values. The
difference stems from the fact that, for the left-hand tailed strain profiles (d), the waves scattered from the
strain-free substrate (>400 nm) interfere with the waves scattered from the near surface region (<∼50 nm),
where the strain is also close to zero, whereas no such interferences exist in the case of the right-hand tailed
strain profile (b). These interferences create the specific fringe pattern observed around∆Q/QB =−0.1%
(c). Interestingly, the CNN is perfectly able to retrieve the correct strain profile, despite the similarity in the
XRD curves. The same situation is true for the case of the 1.5% strain (curves labelled (2)). Below 1.5%
strain (curves labelled (3) and (4)), the prediction are noticeably degraded and the CNN ends up predicting
approximately the same solution in the 0.5% case. The reason for this is that, for decreasing strain, the
amount of information contained in the XRD curves progressively decrease (less fringes) and, while the
strain profiles are indeed different, at 0.5%, the strain is too low to yield a significantly different XRD curve.
In this situation, the CNN fails to predict the correct shape of the strain profile, as would a conventional
least-square algorithm. It can be noticed that, overall, the CNN performs better in the case of the right-hand
tailed strain profiles (a, b). A likely reason for this is that the CNN does not have to rely on small details of
the XRD curves (i.e. in the region around∆Q/QB =−0.1%) to provide the correct solution.

Decreasing the amount of information in the XRD curve is also possible by decreasing the thickness,
decreasing the dynamic range or decreasing the Debye–Waller factor. In turns out that while a similar
evolution is observed, it is much less pronounced than the effect of decreasing strain. We therefore focused
on the latter.

The second example is the case of a highly disordered region (DWmin = 0.05) buried a various depths
below the surface, figure 9. The difficulty here stems from the fact that the XRD curves almost do not contain
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Figure 9. XRD test data (grey curves) and computed from predictions (black curves) in the case of highly disordered regions
buried at increasing depth (1–4). The corresponding strain profiles (grey) and DW (dotted grey) profiles, as well as the associated
predictions (black) are given in (b).

information about the damaged regions itself (because the low DW factor considerably weakens the intensity
scattered from this region), but from the strained regions on either side of the damaged region.

Let us first consider the case of disordered region located just below the surface (1). The CNN predicts
both the strain and DW profiles correctly. Interestingly, the CNN predicts a thickness of∼150 nm, whereas a
value of 400 nm has been used to generate the data. This has, however, no consequence on the predicted
strain profile, since for depth larger than 150 nm the strain and DW are equal to 0 and 1, respectively. In
other words, the CNN predicts that, for depths larger than 150 nm, the materials is strain- and damage-free
and it considers this region as being part of the substrate which, strictly speaking, is actually the case. The
prediction, in terms of the depth of the buried damaged region, remain perfectly acceptable in cases (2) and
(3). For the deepest buried layer (4), the CNN fails to predict correct values. The explanation is similar to the
previous case: the differences in the XRD curves are based on interferences between the substrate and the top
most region of the strain profile, yielding narrow interference fringes which, in the present are difficult to
distinguish from noise. As a consequence, the CNN fails to detect these tiny features.

To conclude this part, we can mention that, while it is not possible to give a general answer to the
question regarding the uniqueness of the strain profile predicted by the CNN, a rule of thumb is that it can
only be reliably determined if there is enough information regarding the said strain profile in the XRD curve.
For this reason, low strains (∼0.5%) or low DW factors (0.05) appear to be limiting cases, as was already
inferred in section 3.1. Similar conclusion holds for very low thickness and/or dynamic range. In these
situations, an a posteriori comparison with complementary information, obtained using either experimental
techniques such as Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy in channelling mode or Raman spectroscopy
[81], or computer codes such as Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter (SRIM) [82], remains inevitable.
Another important point that should be mentioned is that the CNN is only able to predict strain profile
shapes similar to those used in the training procedure. In the present case this excludes, for instance, bimodal
strain profiles or perfectly flat strain profiles. This is further discussed in the next section.

3.7. Test on real data
Experimental XRD data corresponding to the 400 reflection of disordered Y2O3-doped ZrO2 single crystals
irradiated with 300 keV Cs ions are shown in figure 10. The colours blue, orange and green are associated to
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Figure 10. (a) XRD data from the 400 reflection of ZrO2 exhibiting increasing level of irradiation-induced disorder (blue, orange,
green). The dash-dotted lines correspond the intensity computed from the CNN’s prediction. The continuous lines correspond to
a least-square fit using the CNN predictions as a starting point for the fit. (b) Strain profiles predicted by the CNN (dash-dotted
lines) and after least-squares fitting (continuous lines). (c) Least-square fit of the XRD data using a manual adjustment of the
initial solution. (d) Corresponding strain profiles. In (b), (d) the grey line is 20 nm wide and marks the depth position of the
strain maximum.

increasing ion fluences, 7.5× 1013, 3× 1014 and 6× 1014 cm−2, respectively, which correspond to increasing
levels of strain and disorder within the crystals.

In the case of experimental data, no ground truth is available. Therefore, one possible way to assess the
quality of the predictions of the CNN is to compute the XRD curves, I(p), using the predictions of the CNN
as an input, and comparing them with experimental XRD data, Iexp. The result is shown in figure 10(a) as
dash-dotted lines, together with the predicted strain profiles given in figure 10(b), also as dash-dotted lines.
The first observation that can be made is that, while they are not perfect, the predictions of CNN are
remarkably close to the experimental XRD data. The prediction time varies from 100 ms/prediction down
22 µs/prediction to for a data set size increasing from 1 to 150 0007. The quality of the prediction can be

provided by the intensity rmse, σI =

√⟨[
log
(
I(p)
)
− log(Iexp)

]2⟩
, which ranges between 0.35 and 0.37.

Using the predictions of the CNN (figure 10(b)) as an input, it is possible to further optimize the strain
profile using a conventional least-square fitting of the XRD intensity with adjustable strain profile
parameters. This has been implemented in an automated data prediction and least-square fitting pipeline
(CNN+ leastsq). The result is shown as full lines in figures 10(a) and (b). The optimized predictions are

7 This counter-intuitive result is explained by the fact that analysing a large data set makes an optimal use of the parallel GPU architecture,
thereby compensating the time loss induced by the data transfer from the central memory to the GPU.
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close to perfect, with a rms intensity dropping to 0.12–0.17, while the total prediction time increases to 5.3,
54 and 9 s, for the three increasing fluences, respectively.

It can be interesting to compare these results with those obtained using the classical approach, namely a
manual determination of the starting strain profile, followed by a least-square fitting procedure
(manual+ leastsq). In this case, the simulations require several minutes, up to several tens of minutes, with
most of the time being spent in the manual adjustment of the starting strain profile, prior to the least-square
fit. The results are displayed in figures 10(c) and (d). While the quality of the simulation is clearly better, as
attested by a visual inspection of the XRD curves as well as by the rms intensity values ranging between 0.061
and 0.12, the corresponding strain profile are strikingly similar to those obtained by CNN+ leastsq: the
magnitude of the strain, the depth location of the strain maximum (indicated by the grey band with 20 nm
width) and the overall shape of the curve are very well reproduced by the CNN, with two exceptions:

• The intermediate curve (orange) predicted by CNN+ leastsq significantly differs from themanual+ leastsq
solution. This is due to the fact that the initial prediction of the CNN is incorrect, so that the least-square
fit struggles to find a minimum (as indicated by the longer fitting time reported above) and ends up in
a secondary minimum. This is a universal drawback of least-square fitting inversion methods, where the
quality of the solution depends on the quality of the a priori knowledge.

• The profiles obtained by CNN + leastsq exhibit bump in the strain at larger depth which do not exist in
the manual + leastsq solution. This observation can be traced back to the discrepancy that exist between
the experimental and predicted intensity curve, in the very close vicinity of the intense peak at∆Q/QB = 0,
which arises from a slight underestimation of the width of the peak by the CNN.

To conclude this section, it is worth reminding that the training data has not been created with the
objective of operating on experimental data, but rather to provide a proof of concept that a CNN can be used
to extract strain profiles from XRD data. As such, several features that characterize actual XRD data have
been voluntarily neglected:

• First and foremost, the DW profile was assumed to be controlled by the strain profile, according to
equation (4). However, it is experimentally well established that the DW profile might significantly devi-
ate from its shape given by equation (4); see for instance [11].

• Second, the only source of noise that has been included is Poisson noise inherent to photon counting. How-
ever, other sources of intensity deviations can occur such as imperfect detector behaviour, imperfect stepper
motors, parasitic scattering from optical elements in the beam path, etc. To account for these errors, it has
been suggested to add uniform noise to the data [58].

• Third, the background intensity has been assumed to be constant, whereas non-constant backgrounds can
be observed in practice.

• Fourth, only mono-modal and peaked strain profiles have been generated for the training, whereas actual
strain profiles can sometimes exhibit bimodal or perfectly flat strain profiles.

That being said, the CNN-deduced strain profiles do not drastically differ from those obtained by human
operator using a least-square fitting algorithm. This result constitutes evidence of a very promising new route
to address the issue of strain depth profile retrieval.

4. Conclusions and future work

We have provided a proof of concept that CNNs can be used to determine strain profiles from XRD data in
ion irradiated or ion implanted materials. The CNN is built on usual convolutional, Max Pooling and batch
normalization layers, together with dense neuron layers, implemented in TensorFlow/Keras. The CNN has
been trained with 1.215× 106 numerically generated data (plus 1.35× 105 used a validation dataset),
corresponding to an equivalent number of strain profiles, described by a reduced set of 11 parameters (10
B-spline weights for the overall shape and magnitude of the strain profile plus the disordered thickness) and
three additional parameters (the minimum DW factor, the dynamic range and the width of the Bragg peak).
The performances of the CNN have been tested using 1.5× 105 data that were not included in the training.

Prediction accuracies ranged from 90% to 100% for individual parameters such as the maximum strain,
the thickness, the minimum Debye–Waller factor, the width of the Bragg peak and the dynamic range.
Regarding the entire strain profile, the best accuracy reached 82% for a maximum strain range of [0.5%, 8%]
and 76% (using a specifically trained CNN) in the [0.5%, 2%] range, where the amount of information is
significantly reduced.
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The results obtained so far are promising and suggest that CNNs could, in the future, be used to lower or
even remove the need of a priori information for a subsequent, automated, data simulation procedure; this
information being provided by the CNN. However, an a posteriori comparison with complementary
information is still required to check to reliability of the simulations. Moreover, in order for a CNN to
potentially completely replace simulations (and the need for a human supervision), several improvements
should be brought to the network and, more specifically, to the training data:

• Decouple the disorder (DW) profile from the strain profile. While this is easy to envision for the training
data, it might require adjustments in the CNN architecture, since the amount of parameters would signific-
antly increase (up to 23 in the present case, instead of 14).

• Include non-Poisson noise and a non-constant background.
• Wehere only considered one lattice plane family of one single material.While it is possible train specific net-
works for different materials and different lattice planes, a smarter approach would be to develop a suitable
scaling scheme in order to bring all possible datasets on a common angular or Q range.

• Finally, a wider range of strain profile shapes should be considered (bimodal shapes, flat profiles, etc.), in
order to expand the prediction ability of the CNN.

These topics are under active consideration and, when finalized, while be implemented in a completely
automated data analysis pipeline.
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